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 dvd " Inês Neves: I have an impression you are taking a dig at my language, not my system :-) Vitl: stick to technical support in
here i'm sorry :( Paddy_NI, there is a point behind this: my system is a bit old, I know it Paddy_NI, but I hate something else: if

you're using ubuntu and you're here at the same time I'm using Windows Paddy_NI, you have a bigger chance to meet your
friends at the same time than me I'm using linux since a couple of years ago Paddy_NI, if I use Windows I have to restart it

every time I want to do something else Paddy_NI: I know Windows also needs some time to get used to Vitl, yeah, even I used it
since forever, and I'm using it from the past 2 years, while I use Linux since 5 years Inês Neves: The chance of you chatting with

your friends at the same time is just that, the chance. If you have zero contact with Ubuntu then you are likely going to have
zero contact with Windows. It is not a matter of chance, you have to make the effort to go out and meet people. Paddy_NI, if I
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don't talk with my friends, if I can't chat with them, then I lose chances to meet them Paddy_NI, and the chance of meeting my
friends is about 0 I know that sounds like a ridiculous comparison Inês Neves: Those are people in a different time zone from

you, they are likely to only log off. Paddy_NI, yeah, true Inês Neves: Yeah, I 82157476af
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